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Monitoring and Maintaining a Deck
Decks typically are built without a roof for protection. The life expectancy of a deck is dependent on many factors, the
most important of which is routine maintenance and repairs. The materials used in construction, the compass heading,
and how efficiently water drains off surfaces along with the methods used during construction will all determine the
maintenance and repairs needed for a functionally safe deck.

Excessive Heat and Sun:
Decks with west and south exposures, particularly south, receive more direct sunlight. The sun’s ultraviolet rays will bake
and heat wood thus drying out preservatives and causing shrinkage and surface cracks. South and west facing decks
require more frequent staining and sealing. It is important to maintain a healthy seal coat especially on horizontal walking
surfaces which are the most vulnerable to the sun’s ultraviolet rays. Wood that is heated for extended periods of time
without proper sealing, will dry out, crack and shrink. This will lead to warping and overall weakness and brittleness.
Replacing the damaged sections is the only solution. Non-wood deck walking boards composed of composites, plastics,
even recycled carpet fibers are affected less than wood.

Moisture Management (Direct and Indirect)
Direct Moisture: Weather patterns originate generally from the north and northwest. North and west facing decks are
exposed to driving rains. If a deck is not properly flashed, driving rains may push water into areas not intended to get wet.
If an area is not intended to get wet, it will have difficulty in removing the water once it is in place. Water can sit and pool
for an extended period of time until it eventually evaporates. If in contact with wood while evaporating, there is an
increased likelihood of decay and the resulting wear/tear on the structural component. This is especially a concern where
the deck attaches to the house. We refer to this area of house attachment as a “Collection Zone”. Collection Zones are
considered flat areas in which debris will likely accumulate and water may pool insidiously. To protect the integrity of
structural components in these “Collection Zones”, it is very important that a proactive drainage flashing system be in
place. Water should drain off from Collection Zones to exterior surfaces (siding-deck boards), and terminate on the ground
which should slope away from the home. Water should never drain toward homes. Interior materials are not pressure
treated for exterior exposures so they are more susceptible to decay and weakness. Combustion appliance exhaust:
Decks built over or near combustion exhaust flues are exposed to additional moisture. Because combustion exhaust
moisture is more corrosive, it has the potential to cause greater and/or accelerated wear/tear on metal deck fasteners and
brackets.
Indirect Moisture: Decks should be built to breathe and dry out. Decks with eastern exposures receive the least amount of
direct sunlight and thus take longer to dry out. This is especially true on the flat surface “Collection Zones”. Decking
boards should have small spaces between the boards to promote drainage and breathing. The longer moisture is allowed
to stay in place, the higher the probability of wood destroying fungi to grow. Many types of fungi will survive with as little as
20-30% moisture content, which often feels dry to the touch. Deck undersides that are blocked with lattice boards or
skirting materials will also take longer to dry out which increases the possibility of fungi growth.

Maintaining and Cleaning:
Over time wood develops a protective layer of dead gray wood cells. This dead gray cell layer is a natural defense against
moisture and sunlight. This layer of natural defense will also protect the wood from sealants and stains thus reducing their
effectiveness. These dead cells naturally incorporate airborne fungi which further reduce sealant and stain effectiveness.
When it comes time to resurface/recoat decking boards, it is important to remove this microscopic layer of gray dead cells
and fungi. A pressure washer with a non-direct fan type tip (not a pinpoint type which can gouge the wood) is an effective
way of removing the microscopic layer of dead wood cells, fungi and debris.

Repairing/Replacing Boards:
From initial deck construction to replacing boards, pilot drilling and using screws instead of nails is a better option.
For best placement of fasteners, and preferred ways of installing the walking boards, review the newsletter visual
“Deck Board Installation Details”. Pressure treated lumber includes a tag indicating the “pounds per cubic foot” (pcf) of
wood preserving treatment. .25 pcf is used for above ground applications. .40pcf is used for contact with the ground. .60
pcf is used for marine applications. Sealing all board ends (cut or uncut) helps maintain the .25 or .40 level of protection.

Need More Information?
Please visit www.phiinspect.com and click our “Post Inspection Support” page if you have questions.
We have documents covering: “Building A Deck Over Living Space”, “Composite Deck Care and Cleaning”,
“Rot Resistant Deck Options”, “Building a Better Deck” and many others.
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Collection Zone decay from improper or inadequate flashing/protection

Collection Zone properly flashed/protected
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Proper Ledgerboard Flashing at the “Collection Zone”

Joists passing through walls are also a “Collection Zone”
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Considerations (best practices) when replacing decking boards
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